Calculations involving radioactive equilibrium were simplified by Bateman (1910) , and his method is standard procedure (Rutherford and others, 1930) o Bateman has given the method of solution of the general case of n products in a symmetrical form; for instance, the number of atoms N of a given species formed from N1 atoms of a parent species in time t is given by -A.it -A.2t N = N'(cie + c2e .. + cne ) . .. (1) where A. is the decay constant, e the Naperian "base, and cn is a constant having the general form n-1 (Xj) 
POWER SERIES EXPANSION
As Ott (19525 has pointed out, a power series expansion can be used which obviates the necessity of using exponentials and gives sufficient accuracy to allow the use of slide-rule calculations. In practice it has been found that the inaccuracies incurred by using the Bateman equation can be circumvented by expanding those terms that have very large coefficients, that is, numbers which are not significant to at least the units place.
The exponential terms with small coefficients are simply carried and worked out in the regular manner» As the sum of the coefficients is identical to Tables 1 through 6 show the half-lives, the decay constants, and functions of decay constants in sec""* required for each of the three natural radioactive series,, The entries in each table^have been carried to two digits beyond the last significant figure, and .each entry has been calculated from eight~digit numbers to reduce the round-off error carried through the ,n >n-i X+R = X+Xnr
The user of these tables should note that the error in accumulated products of differences TT(An-Xi) is generally greater than that of partial products obtained by dividing one of these by another,, It is, however, impractical to give the errors of all such possible quotients; all that could be done was to compromise by carrying in the table two figures beyond the last significant figure in each entry so that correct figures may be restored in cancelling out less accurate differences* USE OF THE TABLES Powers and products (TfX) of the decay constants for the three series are shown in tables 1, 5, and 5 and the products of the differences between 8 decay constants in tables 2, k, and 6» Where the desired product is not shown in the tables, it is easily calculated by dividing out the undesired part* Thus, if the product ^3X4X5 is desired, XiAgXsXiXs is simply divided by XiXs , the latter values "both being .read directly from the table. The "product of the difference" tables (tables 2, k, and 6) must "be read from top to bottom and the unwanted part is divided out as in the simple products (1TX)» For example, in table 6 of the thorium series , 
